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Dear Clients:

We are pleased to provide you with a performance report on our second quarter
of 2017 and a summary of portfolio changes .
The rally in the U.S. equity markets continued in the second quarter, with the
S&P 500 rising 3.1%. The Index is now up a healthy 9.3% at the midway point of
the year . Once again, small and mid-capitalization stocks produced more muted
returns . Growth stocks continued to lead the charge early in the quarter, but
gave way to value-oriented names in the month of June. Financials, Health
Care, Industrials and Technology led the Index, while the Energy and Telecom
sectors suffered .
CK Advisors had a very strong second quarter as our equity composite rose
4.7% (after fees) for the period and is up 9.5% for the year. Our equitie s
performed surprisingly well. As a result, we would expect some "give back" of
the strong relative performance in coming months especially if investors rekindle
their love affair with the large cap tech darlings of the market. In fact, in July we
are seeing this rotation come to fruition.
Earlier this month you should have received your actual account performance
and a statement of management fees. Your investment performance may vary
from our equity composite for a variety of reasons . Returns for balanced account
clients will reflect a blend of the equity performance and a small fixed income
return.
Anthem, PerkinElmer and United Health Group were key contr ibutors to our
excellent quarterly return. Anthem and UnitedHealth both reported stellar profits,
fueled by industry tailwinds and strong execution . From an industry perspective ,
enrollment of new members grew rapidly due to solid employment gains and the
expansion of privately managed Medicare and Medicaid progra ms. Pricing in the
key commercial insurance segment was rational while medical costs trended at
or below expectations, boosting underwriting margins .
On a company specific basis , UnitedHealth performed well in all health insurance
lines. The insurer had particularly strong profit growth in Medicare managed care,
where it gained share due to improvements in service , product cost and design.
United's non-insurance businesses (i.e. Optum) also had great results. Optum
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provides a wide range of services for the health care industry , including
information technology, consulting and pharmacy benefit management.
Contributing nearly half of company earnings , Optum is an important source of
stable growth, offsetting United 's cyclical insurance businesses .
Anthem's stock price was spurred by several catalysts. Most significantly, the
company is re-bidding a large pharmacy benefit contract under which it pays well
above market prices . Most of the large savings expected under the new contract
will be passed on to customers, enhancing Anthem 's competitive position.
Meanwhile, the savings retained by the company should provide a nice boost to
earnings. In addition , the insurer has turned around its once struggling Medica re
business , which has now become an important avenue for growth. Finally ,
Anthem has taken important steps to fix its troubled individual exchange
business . This business once had sizeable losses but could become profitable
by next year.
PerkinElmer is a diagnostic and testing company which provides scientific
instruments, consumables and lab services for health care, environmental and
food safety applications. The stock rose after Perkin posted strong profits and
announced the acquisition of Euroimmun, a leading diagnostics company which
specializes in testing for autoimmune and infectious diseases. The purchase will
upgrade Perkin's portfolio since Euroimmun 's diagnostic businesses enjoy robust
growth , a high degree of recurring revenues , stable end markets and lucrative
margins . The transaction will also efficiently deploy overseas cash and reduce
the company 's tax rate.
Carlisle Companies and General Electric hurt performance , and our energy
stocks were once again a drag as they traded down in tandem with decl ining oil
prices. The slide in GE's stock stemmed from heightened fears that earnings
estimates for next year are too high. Though estimates had already come down ,
various developments have increased the risk that more profit cuts are
forthcoming , including soft results in the company 's Power and Oil & Gas
segments and persistently weak free cash flow. The announcement that CEO
Jeff Immelt will resign sooner than expected also stoked concern s that his abrupt
resignation is a harbinger of further disappointing news.
We regard the departure of Immelt as a major positive and thus have maintained
our position in GE despite these risks. Under his leadership, management
destroyed substantial value through very poor capital allocation and the inability
to achieve more than modest margin expansion . On a positive note, the
company has divested noncore industrial assets and GE Capital - a competitivel y
disadvantaged , capital intensive business which masked the strong track record
of GE's industrial businesses . Incoming CEO John Flannery will be able to focus
on turning around GE's operating performance , with the potential for sharply
improving profitability and free cash flow .

Industrial conglomerate Carlisle has been an excellent holding for our longer
term clients . However, the stock fell after the company missed quarterly
earnings expectations due to disappointing sales in Carlisle 's Interconnect
Technologies (CIT) segment. The shortfall occurred after a major aerospace
customer accelerated the insourcing of airline inflight entertainment products and
after sales of new wireless satellite entertainment systems were hurt by
regulatory delays. The steep revenue decline coupled with higher restructuring
costs had a large negative impact on segment margins .
We expect CIT profitability to improve significantly as some delayed sales
eventually ramp up and restructuring savings are realized. Carlisle can enhance
margins in other segments as well, employing the company 's continuous
improvement operating system to remove costs and increase productivity.
Finally, with a pristine balance sheet , Carlisle has the potential to add significan t
value through acquisitions and share buybacks .
We initiated a new position in Orbital ATK . Orbital produces rockets, satellites ,
missiles, ammunition and electron ics for defense, space and aerospace
customers . The company was established in 2015 with the merger of Orbital
Sciences and Alliant Techsystems. The merger has enhanced the company's
cost structure, technical capabilities and customer relationships . As a result,
Orbital has a better competitive position and has been able to win business that
neither company could have garnered on its own.
Orbital has a solid long-term earnings outlook which should be driven by an
acceleration in both top line and free cash flow growth. The quicker pace in
revenue gains should stem from higher defense spending and from several new
promising growth initiatives in rockets, precision ammunition and satellites.
Orbital's free cash flow should accelerate as it recoups sizeable upfront working
capital investments required by two large space and aerospace contracts.

Please reach out to us with any questions or concerns.
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